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Analytical report

Testing laboratory:

AR-19-HD-014572-03
Customer:

Zkušební laboratoř EUROFINS CZ
Poděbradská 186/56
198 00 Praha 9 - Hloubětín
IČO: 27449408
tel.: +420 283 970 610
E-mail: info@eurofins.cz
Sample reception date: 12.07.2019
Information about Sampling:
Sampler

Kyosun s.r.o.
Trmická 869/1
19000 Praha
CZECH REPUBLIC

Date of Testing: 12.07.2019 - 22.07.2019

ĚAR-19-HD-Ç!MhČ-03,Î

Issue date 29.07.2019

zákazník/customer

Sample code 540-2019-00027554
Sample information:
Solubag látka/Solub fabric

Sample name, extended:

Physical and chemical tests
Parameter

Unit

Result

Sample weight - brutto

g

40

Parameter

Unit

Result

Non-polar extractable substances
(NES - IR)

mg/l

<0.5

Notes:

Uncertainty* Method
2%

Method principle

SOP.MB.005.PB

Uncertainty* Method
LS-PP-CH-78

TZ

Gravimetry

A

Method principle

TZ

Spectrophotometry (IR)

SA

SOP, ŠPP - Standard operation procedure
TT - type of test
ND - not detected by given method
A - accredited test executed at the own test laboratory
CFU - Colony forming unit
N - non accredited test executed at the own test laboratory
NM - necessary quantity
SA - accredited test executed under the subcontract
m - the highest allowed value at the case of one sample
SN - unaccredited test executed under the subcontract
M, c - "M" highest allowed value for the number "c" at the case of 5 sample`s evaluation
* - extent uncertainty determined by extension coefficient k=2 (with probability of 95 %) does not include the uncertainty of sampling.
Traces - Detected < LOQ See additional information

Gauges and measuring equipment used for testing were calibrated or attested in accordance with the valid metrological instructions. The above mentioned test results refer to the
tested sample only! The result given in this Test Certificate and marked as non accredited test shall not be a subject of accreditation. The result given in this Test Certificate and
marked as sub- delivery is the result of a Subcontractor's gauging made under the terms and conditions of a contract concluded eith him. The Certificate can be issued only in full
form and with the approval of testing laboratory EUROFINS CZ in writting!

Responsible for correctness: Jiří Bastl
Worked out by: Sandra Machackova

Test Certificate approved by:
Jiří Bastl
Head of testing laboratory
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